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It enables a time-saving comparison of payroll and time management results within a client or across 

systems / clients. Rapid debugging and over-testing of your results after recording SAP®/HR Support Packages, 

SAP®-release changes and during implementation of company-specific or legal changes - efficiently and 

easily. Due to the simple application, the tool can be used directly in the HR department.

The comparison tool hr.dat.compare reduces the development 
and maintenance costs of your SAP® / HCM system with minimal effort.

Effective checking
of your HCM results



Functionality
 ̵ compares payroll and time management results in single 
 or mass tests, across systems or clients  

 ̵ selection of different wage types, time wage types, etc. 

 ̵ offers a convenient online comparison by means 
 of split-screen editor

 ̵ archives comparison objects

 ̵ Filtering and restoring comparison results possible

Availability 
 ̵ System environment: SAP®-R3 available for Releases 4.70,   
 ECC 500, ECC 600 (incl. all EhPs), SAP S/4HANA®

 ̵ Operating system: independent 

 ̵ Database system: independent

 ̵ Country version: AT, DE, CH, ES, NL, FR, GB, IRL,  
 B, CZ, PT, HU, SVN, SVK, POL, AUS, ZAF, NZL, CHN

 ̵ Language: German, English, French 

The complete tool is implemented in ABAP and supported 
by detailed documentation.



Your benefits

Split-Screen-Functionality
enables a convenient and fast online 

comparison of the data

Tracing of corrections
the comparison lists can either be stored in the 

system or printed or written to a PC file

Error identification
In the test system, the payroll results can be accounted 

and compared until the results are correct



Compare separately or in bigger units
Any number of people are possible in one run

Across systems and clients
Compare in the same client or across systems

Comparison of anonymized data
possible with original data, without giving a name

Individuality
(put) in a nutshell
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Take advantage of
the opportunity for a free 
test installation
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